The progress of an afternoon
at the nursery

We welcome you from 1:30pm to 2:15pm. The nursery team will
ask for informations about your child (need to sleep, what time
he ate ...) in order to keep your and his habits. You can bring
your child to the nursery even if he’s sleeping. We can also
propose him a nap on site in a bed or a stroller.
Your child chooses his activities (games, puzzles, motricity ...). He
can move from one activity to another, at the table, on the floor
or a carpet. He can play alone or with others. The team let him
do as he wishes while keeping a discreet eye on him.
At 2:30pm, a collective manual activity is available (painting,
modeling clay...). Your child chooses to participate or not. Other
materials are also available such as music, puppets or
playback.
Older children have a collective snack around the table at
about 3:30pm. Bottles for babies will be given based on the
child's individual habits.

from

After the snack, while waiting for your return, we'll offer activities
for learning motor skills.
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You're involved in a social or professional
integration approach ?

Nursery located in

1 place de Serbie 35200 Rennes

From 3 months to 3 years old,
you can register your child to
the nursery.

For

who ?

Maison des Squares offers childcare for children from 3 months
to 3 years old whose parents are involved in a social or professional integration approach (french courses, internship, job
search, interviews…). This nursery gently prepares your child to
spend his own time and facilitates community life before school.

When ?
It’s open on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 1:30pm to 4:30pm
during school periods. A financial contribution is requested : 1
euro for half a day and 0,50 euros for a second child's sibling (it’s
possible to buy a 5 euros card for 5 sessions at Maison des
Squares). In addition, membership of 2 euros per person per
year will be required.

Where?

The nursery is located in a family room in 1, place de Serbie.

Who looks after

children ?

Welcoming is assured by a graduate professional and a
volunteer's association. A third person from french courses
supports the team in turn.

What should I bring

to the nursery ?

Health record (at the first session, for certificate of vaccinations'
photocopy)
Snack
A change of clothes (diapers - wipes)
A pair of slippers
An object from the house to confort the child (mom’s clothing, for
example)

How goes the

first session ?
For your child to enjoy a smooth learning of this new environment,
we ask you to stay with him the time he needs to adapt. Before
coming here, you can also inform him he'll spend the afternoon at
the nursery even if he’s small and doesn’t speak yet.
We'll ask you to fill out an information form to help us for a better
understanding of your child.

